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BACKGROUND
Historically the working class were not as divided as today. The post
1990’s economic policies could be the probable cause for dividing
the workers & their struggle between organised and unorganised. We
can see the stark differences between these sectors in terms of their
access to rights - such as wages, social security, housing etc. It goes
without saying that the organised sector has fought hard to enjoy the
rights that they access today. The unorganised sector still continues
to struggle in organizing and articulating their demands.
This struggle is not recent but has been going on since long , leading
to some landmark victories on the way. One such landmark is the
struggle of the Dock Workers led by veteran socialist trade union
leader P D’Mello in the early 40s. Their continuous efforts and struggle
led to the enactment of the country’s first legislation on unorganised
sector, ‘The Dock Workers (Regulation of Employment) Act 1948. In
1969, we saw the efforts of Anna Patil during the United Maharashtra
Movement lead to the enactment of Hamal, Mathadi & Other Manual
Workers (Regulation of Employment & Welfare) Act. Dr. Baba Aadhav,
a veteran socialist took this struggle forward and played an important
role in implementing the mathadi act, and inspired a generation of
working class activists to question the ‘Casualisation of Employment’.
Dr. Adhav worked at creating new organizing strategies in the
informal economy that led to organizing workers in the precarious
urban employment, such as Auto Rickshaw, Rag Pickers, Domestic
Workers, Daily Wage workers, Street Vendors etc. These struggles
have played a major role in organizing the construction workers and
bringing about a legislature to ensure their rights.
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With the advent of Industrialization, urbanization also flourished
and grew at a fast pace.The new development narrative of
labour market ‘Cities are engines of economic growth’ gave rise
to large scale migration. Opportunity and rural distress, both
made construction work to become second biggest sector after
agriculture. Undoubtedly large number of people who had to
migrate due to rural distress, joined the surplus army of unorganised
sector workers, and eventually were subsumed in the growing
construction sector. Unfortunately the city makers did not flourish
at the same rate as the cities , their wages, working conditions and
employability continuing to be in deplorable conditions. As per the
estimates of National Sample Survey (2004-2005) there are around
25.71 million building and other construction workers in India.
They are one of the most vulnerable segments of the unorganised
sector workers in India. Their work is largely temporary in nature
with uncertain working hours. It is also characterized by inherent
risk to life and limbs of the workers. The construction workers are
basically unskilled, migrant, socially backward, uneducated with low
bargaining power. Organising such a dynamic demographic around
their rights as a worker has not been easy.
The continued efforts of different organisations led to the passing
of two historic legislations -- The Building and Other Construction
Workers (Regulation of Employment and Conditions of Service)
Act 1996 and the Building and Other Construction Workers Cess
Act, 1996. The former led to the creation of an organisation named
the Building and Other Construction Workers’ Welfare Board in
every state to ensure the welfare of construction workers. The
latter saw to the financial sustainability and independence of
these boards by mandating levy of cess of 1% of the estimated
cost of construction projects above Rs 10 lakh. Both the acts aim at
regulating employment and conditions of services of building and
other construction workers, as also their safety, health and welfare
measures in every establishment.
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THE LEGISLATION FRAMEWORK AND CONCEPT
Building and Other Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment &
Conditions of Service) Act, 1996 and Building and Other Construction
Workers Welfare Cess Act, 1996 applies to every establishment which
employs 10 or more workers. The major source of the fund to the Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Board is the collection of
cess @1% of the cost of construction incurred by the employer under
the Building and Other Construction Workers Welfare Cess Act, 1996.
The fund has to be utilized for the welfare of such workers. Central Government is the implementing agency in the central sphere for the purpose of enforcement of various provisions of the Act, while States are
the implementing authority under State sphere. The State Governments
have to frame & notify Rules, constitute Advisory Committees/Expert
Committees and appoint various authorities for registration of workers,
cess collection, inspection and Appellate Authority. They also have to
constitute State Welfare Boards.
Note: From Social Security perspectives, establishments employing 20 or
more workers can access benefits of “Employee Provident Fund Organisation-EPFO” & “Employee State Insurance Corporation-ESIC” , and under 10 or more to ESIC, and all establishments who employ 10 or below
–will fall in the category of Unorganised Worker Social Security Act 2008.

Basic facts about construction workers in India
»» Approximately 5 Crore Workers are engaged in
Construction Activities.
»» Most of these workers are seasonal migrants and fall
under the category of unskilled labourers.
»» Nature of Jobs are either temporary or seasonal
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»» Inherent Risk to life and limbs.

»» Registration of building workers as beneficiaries.

»» Entire sector was completely unorganised, prior to the
enactment of BOCW Act.

»» Constitution of Welfare Boards by the State Governments.

Function of Welfare Board

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE ACT

»» Providing immediate assistance in case of accidents.

Applicability of the Acts

»» Paying premium for Group Insurance for Health safety.

»» Workers engaged in construction, alterations, repairs, maintenance
of buildings, streets, roads, railways, tramways, airfields, irrigation,
oil and gas installations, electric lines etc.

»» Providing assistance for education of children.

»» Every establishment where the cost of construction is more than
Rs.10 lakhs.

»» Medical assistance for treatment of major ailments.

»» The Act does not apply to construction work done under the
provisions of Factories Act, 1948 and Mines Act, 1952.

»» Other welfare measures as may be prescribed.

»» Making payment of Pension to the beneficiaries.

»» Sanctioning loan and advances for construction of house.
»» Maternity benefits.

Conditions of Service

Objectives of legislation
»» Prescribes and Ensure Safety and Health measures.
»» Regulates employment and conditions of service by inspection.
»» Provides for Accident compensation [Sec 45 (2), Decent wages [Sec
2(n)], Social Security and Welfare measures [Sec 22].

Main provisions of the Act

»» Regulating working hours and overtime.
»» Ensure safe drinking water and sanitation facility.
»» Provide safe accommodation, following basic norms of
housing facility.
»» Install creche facility for small children at safe place of worksite.
»» Provide nutritious food on subsidized rate or through
canteen facility.

»» Constitution of Central and State Advisory Committees.
»» Registration of establishments.

Safety of workers

»» Appointment of Registering Officers.

»» Standards and specifications for cranes, construction equipments,
ropes etc. are outlined
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»» Maximum weight lifting limits for adult male is 55kg and for adult
female is 30 kgs.
»» Appointment of competent persons to examine safety equipments.
»» Constitution of Safety Committee for worksites, and appointment
of Safety Officers

Welfare Funds
»» Levy of cess @ 1% of the cost of construction to be collected
»» Cess on all construction activities incurring an expenditure of
more than Rs 10 lakhs.
»» Supplementary contributions can come from other agencies, like
the Central and the State governments.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACT PRESENT STATUS
The large number of workers engaged in inputs industry of
construction work are informal workers. If one looks at it from the
perspective of labour department, for them this is an unwanted child,
leading to huge discrimination in the enforcement of laws. One can
see that the reason of poor enforcement of statute, is the lack of
human resources within labour department. A serious conflict can
also be observed in conversation between state level board officials
and enforcement authority, i.e district labour unit. Since enactment
of the law, the entire discourse has largely been around welfare
board mechanism, in spite of the fact that the construction workers
act largely deals with working conditions, occupational safety and
regulation of employment. Ironically, we are yet to move forward
on the said framework, and have completely got stuck around
registration and welfare board benefits. To give reference 7

Rajasthan has just 19 factory inspectors to enforce safety
regulations for 12,907 factories employing 479,141 workers. This
comes to an average of 25,217 workers in 679 factories under
the charge of one inspector. To enforce the other 16 labour laws,
Rajasthan should ideally have 96 labour inspectors, but in reality,
the number is half of the given figure. Both the number and the rate
of prosecutions for violating labour laws is quite low. One should
be mindful of the fact that the said mechanism or demand is meant
for formal employment in which not more than 7% of workforce are
engaged, in comparison to our wide experience that there is labour
governance for informal workers or unorganised sector.
It is pertinent to mention here that till 2006, most of the state
governments had not even attempted at forming the welfare boards
or advisory committees, forget worrying about providing any benefits
to the workers. It was only after the supreme court’s directive that
the central and state governments were forced to formulate an action
plan for its implementation.

Intervention by the court and its outcome
»» Apex Court in its order dated 7th February, 2012 in WP(C) No.318
of 2006 has directed State Governments and State Welfare Boards
to take necessary steps such as formulating schemes, utilizing cess
for welfare of workers, conducting audit of the Welfare Boards,
ensuring holding of frequent meetings by the Welfare Boards.
»» Welfare Board shall prepare its Budget showing the receipts and
expenditure. The same shall be forwarded to the State and Central
Government.
»» Welfare Board shall prepare its Annual Report and submit a copy to
the State and Central Government.
»» Board shall maintain proper accounts and prepare an Annual
Statement of Accounts.
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»» Complying to apex court directives, Ministry of Labour &
Employment has issued direction under section 60 of BOC Act to
state government for covering following social security norms as
part of state welfare board mandate; death benefit, accident benefit,
funeral assistance, pension for person who can not work due to old
age or disability, medical insurance, educational assistance for the
children, personal safety equipments, assistance for purchase of
tools once in every three years, skill upgradation, health benefits,
maternity benefits and grant for construction/repair of houses.
»» The ministry of labour has also issued order specifying multiple
authorities for ensuring compulsory registration of workers
along with effective monitoring by state boards, and prescribed
amenities at work sites.

Direction by Ministry of Labour & Employment
under Sector 60 to State Governments
Date

Direction

27.09.2010

Constitution of State Advisory & Expert
Committees etc.

12.07.2013

Authorities who can register BOCW

27.02.2014

Comprehensive list of benefits to be
extended by State Welfare Boards

16.10.2014

Compulsory registration, Amenities,
Effective monitoring by State Board

05.08.2015

Rental Housing Scheme

09.09.2015

Expenditure under specific schemes

23.09.2015

Coverage of EPF and ESIC, etc.

11.07.2017

Provision of transit accommodation/
labour shed cum night shelter, mobile
toilet and mobile creche
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The urgent need to overhaul the whole process
The matter of slow progress of implementation of these Acts has
been raised at various forums. In view of the problems faced in the
implementation of the Act, suggestions have come from different
State Governments for amending certain provisions of the Building
and Other Construction Workers Act, 1996, the Building and Other
Construction Workers Welfare Cess Act. Further, as the BOCW (RECS)
Act 1996 is implemented in the establishments falling in the central
sector by the Central Industrial Relations Machinery (CIRM), they
have also suggested some amendments to the Acts. The tripartite
Central Advisory Committee, constituted under the BOCW (RECS)
Act, 1996 set up a Task Force to examine various provisions of the
Act in the context of the experience during the past decade as well as
suggestions received from various stakeholders.
The recommendations of the Task Force were considered by the
Central Advisory Committee in its meetings held on 31.07.2008,
12.11.2009 and 16.04.2010. The Task Force and Advisory Committee
observed that certain provisions of the Building and Other
Construction Workers Act, 1996 and Building and Other Construction
Workers Welfare Cess Act, 1996 require amendments. The definition
of “Appropriate Government” does not mention Union Territories
along with “State” indicated in Section 2 of the Building and Other
Construction Workers Act, 1996. Similarly, the definition of “Building
or Other Construction Work” requires amendment for precision.
The BOCW Act has provisions for registration of building workers as
beneficiaries, welfare measures, hours of work and other conditions
of service. These are related to the welfare measures to be taken by
the government for the benefit of the large workforce in this sector.
As per Section 24 (3) of the BOCW Act, 1996 a ceiling of 5% of the
expenditure has been prescribed for incurring expenditure towards
salaries, allowances and other remunerations to the members,
officers and other employees and administrative expenses
of the Board. In view of the recommendations of the Central
10

Advisory Committee, it is proposed that expenses for meeting the
administrative and other expenses shall not exceed such percentage
of total expenses as may be notified by the Central Government.
The existing condition of 90 days work certificate for registration
under the Act is a major handicap. Workers are finding it difficult
to register themselves with the Workers Welfare Board as they
don’t get 90-days work certificate from the employer on account
of migration from one site to another construction site. Most of
the employers employing building and other construction workers
do not give any certificate to the construction workers. In order to
overcome this difficulty this provision needs to be done away with.
Moreover, the criteria of upper age limit of sixty years has also been
proposed to be done away with, in order to extend the benefits
to the workers above the age of sixty years who are engaged in
building and construction work.
These are the recommendations proposed and under consideration
before the union government.

STRUGGLES AND CHALLENGES
Though we celebrate the efforts and journey that brought in such an
effective legislation for the second largest sector in India,we also need
to be cautious, and seriously need to introspect with regards what all
we have been able to a how effectively we have been able to achieve
so far through it.
We seem to have faltered at every step, starting from constitution of
state welfare boards to registration of workers, making social security
accessible, collecting cess for better utilization of welfare fund,
formation of safety committees for improving working conditions,
organizing workers to build their agencies and making sure they are
heard in its implementation. Each stakeholder, be it the government
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machinery or the trade union organisations, have understood the law
from their own convenience, and intervened in it accordingly.
To Name a few; the state government did not bother to constitute the
welfare board or pursue the treasury unit to transfer the collected
cess to welfare fund until Apex court started intervening in 2004.
Once the money started pouring in to state welfare fund, political
parties including ruling regime, started misusing it. For example in
Uttar Pradesh, the Samajwadi Party Government distributed cycle
(Party Symbol), in Madhya Pradesh government used welfare fund
to organize Narmada Yatra, and in Himachal Pradesh government
distributed washing machines. Similarly large number of nonconstruction workers were enrolled only to become potential
voters. The Trade Union organizations were also more interested
in increasing their membership & funds. It is widely known that
workers were lured for welfare board card against 600-800 rupees
with support of local labour department. The paucity of labour
department personnel became one of the major challenges in
implementing the Act. The existing labour governance structure is
meant to address the issues of the organised sector worker issues,
while the BOC worker act has been left at the mercy of district
administration largely. The supreme court has passed numerous
orders, sometimes strong compliance driven directions, but the state
has failed to implement them. The reason being well evident that
there are no sincere groups interested in implementing the law in the
spirit it was enacted.
One can see how the nexus between the concerned government
authority and trade union organisations gave rise to huge corruption.
The biggest loser in this, have been the migrant workers, who neither
fell under the category of potential voters, nor were they trade union
member, their work being largely mobile or seasonal in nature. In
short, the workers have only been used for vested political interest by
multiple parties, and the law enacted to protect construction worker
rights, has been misused and manipulated.
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CONCLUSION AND THE WAY FORWARD
The present situation is quite grim. The ruling regime is
undertaking massive labour law reforms, which entails that the
construction workers act will be repealed, and would in turn
take on a new avatar in two different legislations- one meant for
social security and the other one will be for occupational health,
safety and working condition. Both of these proposed legislations
are in public domain. Some of us have analysed this new piece
of legislation, and have found them to be quite “anti-worker” in
nature, undermining all the efforts taken by the working class
organisations till date. Similarly the supreme court of india has
also put in a lot of efforts to make this law available to the needy
& poor construction workers. They have realized over the years
that in spite of the several directions by them, the states have
no interest or intention of implementing the law. Finally they
have passed the order in July 2018 to formulate the new model
scheme to be implemented as common minimum programme
across the country on time bound basis, which includes a standard
mechanism for cess collection and social audit. The court believes
that these new measures will speed up the implementation of the
law, with transparency and accountability. Thanks to the efforts
of the working class representatives in pushing the agenda on the
level of judiciary. But we need to understand that unless and until
the workers and their representative don’t own the law and start
organising for the betterment of the workers, no policy direction
can make any difference.
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THE PRESENT SITUATION IS QUITE GRIM.
UNLESS AND UNTIL THE WORKERS AND
THEIR REPRESENTATIVE DON’T OWN THE
LAW AND START ORGANISING FOR THE
BETTERMENT OF THE WORKERS, NO POLICY
DIRECTION CAN MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE.
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